Designing harder benchmarks for evaluating zero-shot generalizability in Question Answering over Knowledge Bases
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Abstract
Most benchmarks for question answering on knowledge bases (KBQA) operate with the i.i.d. assumption. Recently, the GrailQA dataset was established to evaluate zero-shot generalization capabilities of KBQA models. Reasonable performance of current KBQA systems on the zero-shot GrailQA split hints that the field might be moving towards more generalizable systems. In this work, we observe a bias in the GrailQA dataset towards simpler one or two-hop questions which results in an inaccurate assessment of the aforementioned prowess. We propose GrailQA++, a challenging zero-shot KBQA test set that contains a larger number of questions relying on complex reasoning. We leverage the concept of reasoning paths to control the complexity of the questions and to ensure that our proposed test set has a fair distribution of simple and complex questions. Evaluating existing KBQA models on this new test set shows that they suffer a substantial drop in performance as compared to the GrailQA zero-shot split. This highlights the non-generalizability of existing models and the necessity for harder benchmarks. Our analysis reveals how reasoning paths can be used to understand complementary strengths of different KBQA models, and provide a deeper insight into model mispredictions.

1 Introduction
The task of KBQA involves querying a knowledge base (KB) for a set of entities that satisfies a natural language question. Despite being a well-studied research area, most of the prior work in KBQA has been restricted to an i.i.d. setting (Yih et al., 2016; Talmor and Berant, 2018). However, the ubiquitous applications of KBQA to different domains such as tax, insurance, and healthcare (Lüdemann et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2021; Park et al., 2020) has prompted research on KBQA generalizability (Dutt et al., 2022; Das et al., 2021; Neelam et al., 2022).

*Work conducted during an internship at Amazon.

The most salient work is that of Gu et al. (2021) where they propose the task of KBQA generalizability beyond the i.i.d setting, specifically zero-shot generalizability. In a zero-shot setting, KBQA models operate upon classes and relations which were unobserved during training. They also create a dataset called GrailQA to benchmark the generalizability of KBQA models. This dataset has garnered significant research interest with state-of-the-art KBQA models (Ye et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022; Gu and Su, 2022; Shu et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022) achieving remarkable performance on the leaderboard, specifically on the zero-shot setting. 1

However, a closer inspection of the GrailQA dataset reveals that it is biased towards simpler questions and that existing KBQA systems cannot deal with complex cases in a non-i.i.d. setting. We use reasoning paths to characterize the complexity of the questions (Li and Ji, 2022; Das et al., 2022). We observe a pronounced skewness in the distribution of reasoning paths (henceforth RPs) in the GrailQA dataset. The simplest RP, where the answer is located one hop away from starting entity, comprises 78.5% of the GrailQA zero-shot samples, while a more complicated RP with answers located three hops away accounts for only 0.53%. Consequently, RPs provide a more nuanced view into the generalization abilities of different KBQA models on questions of varying complexity.

We thus propose a new zero-shot benchmark called GrailQA++ that has a balanced distribution of RPs. We evaluate four state-of-the-art (SOTA) KBQA models on this benchmark and observe that the performance falls significantly for all systems. Our analysis shows that this drop can be attributed to their inability to adapt to complex RPs.

Our contributions are the following:
- We leverage the concept of reasoning paths (RPs) to analyze the complexity of KBQA questions.
- We create a new benchmark with complex KBQA

1https://dki-lab.github.io/GrailQA/
questions to evaluate zero-shot generalizability.

• Our experiments show that SOTA models perform poorly on the new dataset, emphasizing that KBQA generalizability is still a challenge.\textsuperscript{2}

2 Reasoning Paths in GrailQA

In a semantic-parsing based KBQA setting, a natural language question is first converted to a logical form and then executed over the KB to yield an answer. To ensure generalization, such KBQA models need to handle different kinds of logical forms. In this section we propose a way to categorize these logical forms using reasoning paths.

Reasoning Paths: A logical form has an equivalent query graph representation: the nodes and edges in the query graph denote the classes in the KB and relationship between those classes respectively. Furthermore, we denote the node corresponding to the answer class in the query graph as the root, and the nodes corresponding to entities and literals as constraints (green and red nodes respectively Figure 1).

A reasoning path (RP) simply outlines the traversal path from the constraints in the query graph to the root (or the answer). It obfuscates any specific information such as the name of the entities or classes. They provide a unified way to characterize a query graph (and subsequently a logical form) based on the number of constraints, and the number of hops required to reach the answer from said constraints. For example, in Figure 1, the green Tea node corresponds to Ans while the red constraint nodes, Fujian and White tea, corresponds to E1 and E2 respectively. Thus the given logical form is an instance of RP-2. We also present instances of different reasoning paths with their corresponding examples in Table 1.

Statistics for GrailQA: We categorize the questions in GrailQA according to the RP type. We refer to RPs with fewer than 3 relations as simple (RP-0, 1, and 2) and the rest as complex RPs (RP-3, 4, 5, and 6). We show the distribution of the RPs in the zero-shot development data of GrailQA in Table 3. We also present examples of each of these RPs in the Appendix.

3 GrailQA++

To gauge whether KBQA models exhibit zero-shot generalization capabilities across different RPs, we propose GrailQA++, a dataset with a more balanced distribution of seven RPs. We outline the creation process below and illustrate in Figure 1.

Query Graph Sampling: GrailQA was created using the OVERNIGHT process (Su et al., 2016) which extracts templates by traversing Freebase and obtains a query graph. Since traversal is easier for simpler hops and subsequently simpler RPs, they appear higher in GrailQA. We, however, follow a more controlled algorithm to generate the query graph. Firstly, we choose a particular RP, which determines the number of constraints. If there is exactly one constraint (RP-0, 1, and 3), we first choose a class at random in the KB and then sample an entity randomly from that class. Then,
we traverse the KB based on the relations that originate from the instantiated entity and continue till we reach the answer node. In case of multiple constraints (RP-2, 4, 5, and 6), we first randomly sample the answer class and then traverse the KB by adding relations in a manner that conforms with the RP structure. At each expansion step, we ensure that there exists an entity which can be instantiated using the new relation. This ensures executability of the current sub-query and thus of the main query.

**Filtering:** We filter query graphs that do not conform with the zero-shot generalizability criteria. Specifically, the query graph should have at least one class or relation absent from the GrailQA training split. Later, we employ the filtering techniques proposed in Gu et al. (2021) to discard illegal relations, and ignore instances with entities or relations written in a language other than English.

**Logical Form:** Once we obtain the filtered query graph, we convert it to its canonical logical form using the deterministic algorithm of Gu et al. (2021). We then execute this logical form over Freebase to obtain the answers, and discard instances where the logical form was inexecutable or unanswerable.

**NL Query Annotation:** To create the corresponding natural language question we choose annotators who have prior domain expertise in KBQA. The annotators are first provided with a design document with examples of query graphs and their corresponding logical form. We also provide the annotators with aliases of the constraints and relations to better interpret the query graph as they curate the natural language question.\(^3\) We randomly select 35 instances (5 from each RP) to include in the pilot study after which the annotators meet to discuss their interpretations and resolve any differences. We find that all three annotators agree on 75% of the examples, while at least two agree on 97%. The main causes of disagreement were the direction of relations, and deciding how explicitly the entities should be referred in the NL query. Finally, we sample a larger set with 1000 unique query-graphs equally distributed among the three annotators. We ensure a balanced distribution between the different kinds of RPs (see Table 3).

### 4 Experimental Setup

**Baselines:** We experiment with four semantic-parsing baselines for KBQA. These include (i) RNG-KBQA (Ye et al., 2021), (ii) ArcaneQA (Gu and Su, 2022), (iii) BERT-Ranker (Gu et al., 2021), and (iv) BERT-Transducer (Gu et al., 2021).

Both RNG-KBQA and BERT-Ranker follow a ranking-based approach wherein they first enumerate all possible candidates and then perform semantic matching to find the most relevant candidate. RNG-KBQA in addition to the ranking phase, uses a pre-trained LM to generate an executable

---

\(^3\)Example screenshots provided in Appendix B.
query from the top-ranked candidates. Whereas, ArcaneQA and BERT-Transducer employ an end-to-end generation model to obtain the final logical form. While ArcaneQA leverages a constrained decoding paradigm using facts in the KB, BERT-Transducer relies on unconstrained decoding.

These baselines encapsulate different strategies of carrying out semantic parsing in the context of KBQA (Gu et al., 2022). They also achieve impressive performance on the GrailQA leaderboard and also have publicly available checkpoints which can be used for evaluation. We follow the exact inference setting mentioned in their GitHub repositories.

**Evaluation Criteria:** We evaluate the performance of these 4 baselines in terms of EM and F1 scores. To ensure a fair comparison between the two datasets, we (i) exclude questions with operations (like comparative or aggregation), literals or temporal constraints; and (ii) use gold entities to discount the entity linking errors. These serve as additional control for measuring the generalizability of KBQA models across different RPs.

All experiments are carried out on a RTX-1080Ti GPU with 12GB RAM, using the author-provided model-checkpoints on the public GrailQA dev set.

### Table 2: EM and F1 scores for different baselines for the GrailQA and GrailQA++ datasets (with gold entities). Z refers to the zero-shot subset of GrailQA dev set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>EM(Z)</th>
<th>F1(Z)</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNG-KBQA</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArcaneQA</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-Ranker</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-Transducer</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: EM and F1 scores for different baselines for the GrailQA and GrailQA++ datasets for KBQA.

Figure 2: Confusion matrices for gold reasoning paths vs predicted reasoning paths on the GrailQA++ dataset.

**Figure 2**: Confusion matrices for gold reasoning paths vs predicted reasoning paths on the GrailQA++ dataset. Distribution and report the results for each category in Table 3 for both datasets.

- **BERT-Ranker** enumerates candidates for only RP-0 and RP-1 and thus scores an EM of 0.0 on the remaining RPs on GrailQA and GrailQA++. Likewise for RNG-KBQA, its enumeration strategy includes all reasoning paths except RP-3 and RP-6 resulting in low (or zero) EM scores for these forms. This suggests that for ranking-based approaches, prior knowledge of all possible reasoning paths aids generalization. The confusion matrix in Figure 2 shows a strong correlation: models perform better on reasoning paths more prevalent during training. E.g. RNG-KBQA outputs primarily logical forms corresponding to RP-0 for RP-6.

ArcaneQA has the best performance of all models on RP-3 questions on GrailQA++ and we observe that it is biased towards generating logical forms with longer hops (RP-1 and 3). This also demonstrates the complementary strengths of these models where RNG-KBQA fares better in pres-
Table 3: EM / F1 scores for RNG-KBQA (RNG), ArcaneQA (Arc), and BERT-Ranker (B-Rank) across the different reasoning paths (RPs) in GrailQA (zero-shot subset; 3154 samples) and GrailQA++ (1000 samples). We also show the distribution of those RPs in the Dist column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP-Code</th>
<th>Dist</th>
<th>RNG Arc</th>
<th>B-Rank</th>
<th>Dist</th>
<th>RNG Arc</th>
<th>B-Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP-0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>93.1 / 93.3</td>
<td>83.4 / 85.9</td>
<td>82.4 / 83.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>90.4 / 93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>81.9 / 85.3</td>
<td>68.0 / 71.8</td>
<td>76.4 / 80.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>75.6 / 79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>98.1 / 98.1</td>
<td>67.9 / 79.6</td>
<td>0.0 / 50.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>97.3 / 98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0 / 2.0</td>
<td>0.0 / 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 / 7.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>4.8 / 19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0 / 29.4</td>
<td>0.0 / 25.9</td>
<td>0.0 / 4.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>73.3 / 86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>22.2 / 22.2</td>
<td>0.0 / 3.7</td>
<td>0.0 / 28.2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>38.8 / 50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.0 / 61.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ence of multiple constraints (RP-4 and 5) whereas ArcaneQA is better on multiple hops (RP-3).

6 Conclusion

We propose a new dataset, GrailQA++, to benchmark the zero-shot generalization capabilities of KBQA models to complex questions. We characterize the question complexity with reasoning paths that characterizes both the dimensions of hops and constraints. Our experiments reveal poor generalization performance of SOTA KBQA models on our proposed dataset even when gold entities are provided during inference. Our analysis also reveals complementary strengths of different KBQA models on different types of reasoning paths. We also demonstrate how reasoning paths can be used to categorize and group model mispredictions.

7 Limitations

Since the major contribution of the work involved creation of a new dataset to test the zero-shot generalization capabilities of KBQA, the limitations of the work could be stated in that aspect. Specifically, to ensure we focus only on reasoning paths as a measure of complexity, we do not include any literals nor any comparative or aggregation functions. We also decouple the act of entity linking from KBQA and hence provide gold entities. Furthermore, to aid machine understanding we avoid paraphrasing and try to construct natural language queries with explicit mention of classes and relations of interest. We intend to address these limitations in the future, but for the time being we wanted to control for complexity using reasoning paths which motivated the following design choice.

8 Ethics Statement

The task of KBQA involves querying a knowledge graph to return an answer. Like most NLP research, the work leverages the prowess of large pre-trained language models like BERT, and T-5 and thus the harms associated with these models are to be noted during deployment. Furthermore, since KBQA involves interaction with an user to answer queries, these models should undergo rigorous model-testing before deployment.
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Supplementary Material

A Preliminaries

In this section, we describe the task setting and the different levels of generalization in the context of KBQA. A more detailed description can be found in (Gu et al., 2022).

A.1 Task Formulation

Knowledge Base: We denote Knowledge Base or KB as \( \mathcal{K} = (\mathcal{O}, \mathcal{M}) \), where \( \mathcal{O} \) defines the ontology of the KB and \( \mathcal{M} \) specifies the set of relational facts present in \( \mathcal{K} \) on the basis of \( \mathcal{O} \). The ontology is a subset of all possible relations \( \mathcal{R} \) that can exists between two classes \( C \) i.e., \( \mathcal{O} \subseteq C \times \mathcal{R} \times C \). Likewise, the set of facts is represented as \( \mathcal{M} \subseteq \mathcal{E} \times \mathcal{R} \times (\mathcal{L} \cup \mathcal{E} \cup C) \), where \( \mathcal{E} \) and \( \mathcal{L} \) denote the set of possible entities and literals respectively.

Semantic-parsing based KBQA: Given the KB, \( \mathcal{K} \), and a natural language question \( q \), the objective of KBQA is to find a set of entities (answers \( A \)) that satisfies the question \( q \). In a semantic-parsing or translation based setting, the task of KBQA involves converting \( q \) into its corresponding logical form \( L_q \). This \( L_q \) is executed over the \( \mathcal{K} \) to obtain the answers. Examples of logical forms include S-expressions, SPARQL queries, and \( \lambda \)-calculus.

Each logical form \( L_q \) has a particular schema \( S_q \) that includes elements from the set of relations, classes, and other constructs specific to the logical-form. The specific composition of items in \( S_q \) forms a logical template or \( T_q \). E.g., the questions “Who wrote Pride and Prejudice?” and “Who was the author of Oliver Twist?” have the same template \( T_q \) but different logical forms \( L_q \) since they refer to different novels. However the questions “Who wrote Pride and Prejudice?” and “Which author wrote both the Talisman and It?” have the same schema \( S_q \) but different logical templates \( T_q \).

A.2 KBQA Generalization

Gu et al. (2021) puts forward the three levels of generalization based on how the schema \( S_q \) and logical template \( T_q \) for a question \( q \) differs from the set of all possible schema items and templates seen during training, i.e. \( S_{\text{train}} \) and \( T_{\text{train}} \) respectively.

(i) I.I.D. generalization occurs when \( S_q \subseteq S_{\text{train}} \) and \( T_q \subseteq T_{\text{train}} \).

(ii) Compositional generalization occurs when \( S_q \subseteq S_{\text{train}} \) but \( T_q \notin T_{\text{train}} \). Thus the questions operate upon a subset of schema items seen during training but they have new templates.

(iii) Zero Shot generalization occurs when \( \exists s \in S_q \) such that \( s \notin S_{\text{train}} \). Thus the questions operate upon novel schemas, mostly new classes and relations that were not encountered during training. Conceptually, these three levels of generalization could be stacked in an hierarchical fashion in increasing order of difficulty; with I.I.D. being the least challenging since it operates over templates seen during training, followed by Compositional, which occurs over unseen templates, and then Zero Shot which have unseen schema items.

B Annotation Screenshots

We present examples of annotation screenshots for different reasoning paths that we considered in the GrailQA++ dataset. Each screenshot includes a pictorial representation of a query graph along with additional information, namely the S-expression or logical form corresponding to the query graph, the constraints in the form of entities and literals, and the answers. Each annotator was presented with each of these information before constructing the natural language query for it. Additionally, we also show each annotator examples of RPs in Table 1.
Figure 3: Example of a RP-2 graph and csv row (S-expression; Common names for entities and answer class; Answer node and name) shown to the annotator.
Figure 4: Example of a RP-3 graph and csv row (S-expression; Common names for entities and answer class; Answer node and name) shown to the annotator.
Figure 5: Example of a RP-4 graph and csv row (S-expression; Common names for entities and answer class; Answer node and name) shown to the annotator.
Figure 6: Example of a RP-5 graph and csv row (S-expression; Common names for entities and answer class; Answer node and name) shown to the annotator.
Figure 7: Example of a RP-6 graph and csv row (S-expression; Common names for entities and answer class; Answer node and name) shown to the annotator.